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Abstract: An external in-depth review of the various outreach activities at ESO was conducted in 2008. This resulted in a report with 13 detailed recommendations. One of these was to merge all the existing education and public outreach (EPO) resources at ESO into one group to benefit from the synergy that would arise. The merger began on 1 September and a joint strategy was written to capture the many inputs from the internal and external EPO experts involved. This detailed strategy document extends across the whole range of departmental activities from the Vision statement to details of the precise implementation, including individual objectives and deliverables. The strategy focuses on improving the operation of the new ESO education and Public Outreach Department (ePOD) in the critical areas of press releases, image production from raw science data, exhibitions, print products, web services, audiovisual production and more. During this talk the Head of Department will give an overview about the ESO ePOD strategy, plans for the future and results so far.